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FRAMING OF THE KIDNAPPING
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-
poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-
jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362

https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000006136326.html

Intoxication with ether
Drugging the victim with ether sounds like an extremely questionable operation and although I'm not
a doctor, waking up from these inhaled "gases" is certainly fast, unlike chemical compounds that got
into the stomach. If Turune had wanted this kind of kidnapping to be successful, he should have
forcefully fed Nurmine with eye drops, which are proven to be effective, unlike inhaling ether vapors

Living in a kidnapping booth

If you look at this booth and think of yourself in the same situation, then after at least a couple of
sleepless nights and the initial panic, the person inevitably starts to question his situation where he is
and starts looking for a way out of his situation.

This kidnapping booth that Turunen has built contains almost untouched wool on the walls, which
leaves the whole kidnapping in question and whether it was staged as I believe 90 percent of the time.
I discuss the staging and motives of the kidnapping in my own title.

https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000006136326.html
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If a woman who had been kidnapped for 17 days had really been kept in this booth, the prisoner
would have been torn between the strands while looking for an exit from the booth, and how the
kidnapped person would have tried to lift the booth to test its structures.

This booth looks more like a children's playhouse, which is nevertheless in pretty good condition,
rather than where a kidnapped person was held hostage for 17 days.

Completely unexplored and uninhabited spaces

The picture above shows how even the gray tape has remained almost perfectly attached to the
carpet, even though living in such a low booth would require squatting and all kinds of abnormal
movement patterns for a person, such as walking in a quadruped.
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Fastening the door of the capture booth with a nailing angle
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From the picture above, it can be clearly seen that Turunen's booth is a staged structure made by a
lawyer, the whole of which has not been thought of in terms of operation, which means that this
booth has not been opened 17 times as Turunen claimed, which means a daily meeting with the
kidnapped Minna Nurminen. This statement is supported and evidenced by the perfectly intact point
of the wool at the two lowest nailing corners. If Turunen had opened this booth 17 times, the wool at
the nailing corners would be completely shredded. Although the wool could have been moved, but
they would not stay in place as you can see in the picture. These wools on the side wall do not seem
to be closed in any way.

If we look at the locking of the interception booth, which is apparently done by screwing in an angle
iron. There is a big question mark as to whether this door has a hinge, but I'm guessing there isn't, it
would be getting the screws of these nailing corners in the same place every time the door was
opened, according to Turunen, once every day for 17 days. This arrangement of holes in the same
holes is hampered by the following factors:

Disadvantage 1: wool
Multiple wool on both sides of the door and wall made of plywood would cause problems in the
everyday opening situation in securing the door in the same place.
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Disadvantage 2: the items in the booth and the kidnapped girl
In addition, there are other things in the booth that, if wedged, would cause the door to change
shape, and according to the "story" there was a kidnapped person inside, who most likely would have
tried to escape at least once.

If Turunen's story were true, this picture would most likely have a completely torn and broken booth
for the wools that were on the floor. The probability is even so high that at this point it can be said
that Turunen and Nurminen are lying about the reality of the kidnapping and how it was planned by
them and a few other people who participated in this operation and which was run through the
judicial system of our legal state with sentences. This action shows how rotten our judicial system is
and how distorted and minded the members of this rich family are when they stage Nurminen's
kidnapping with the greatest probability only for the desire to create good relations with the leaders
of our state's institutions, which in my opinion is not a good idea when you look at the kind of staging
they have carried out.

The nailing corner in the picture looks too good for 17 opening times with all the disadvantages when
there SHOULD be a kidnapped girl inside the booth.

Soundproofing of the interception booth

If the soundproofing of the capture booth is taken into consideration, the black area in the upper
picture indicates the absence of a part about the thickness of wool. There is, of course, a big question
mark. Is there something missing from this, but without insulating the upper part of the booth, it
certainly has an impact on the sound insulation of the booth. If you look at how far Turunen planned
his work, which, however, was completely staged, possibly even in collaboration with Nurminen,
which I will explain in the second point, leaving such a gap is, to say the least, negligence, which is
difficult to understand if it were not staged.
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In this picture, more of the insulation is gone, and in the corner, the board is placed so high that it is
difficult to get a whole board, as in the case of the three adjacent boards. Of course, you could put a
cut piece here, but have the police taken it away and where are the rest of the wool sheets for the
larger opening. One, however, has been left standing on the floor next to it.

This picture clearly shows how there is no soundproofing on the floor of the booth at all, which means
that the person kidnapped in the evening has almost been able to talk to the person living downstairs
if they shout a little louder.

Abduction booth door perfection
From the pictures above and below, you can clearly see how the wool of the door and roof of the
abduction booth have remained perfect even though the door has been opened 17 times, according
to Turunen. This could be believable if extreme caution is taken in the cases, but if it is a matter of
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keeping a kidnapped girl in a booth, it would be extremely difficult to fasten the door so that the wool
would remain as in the picture as well as in a situation where a person is kidnapped in a kidnapping
booth.

Attaching the capture booth to the floor
None of the pictures showed how the capture booth was attached to the floor, but I'm guessing that
it wasn't attached to the floor at all, because if you look at all the flaws that the capture booth already
had in terms of fixing the door, Turunen didn't attach the booth to anything more than laminate, let
alone that he would have bolted it to the concrete floor.

This booth can definitely be lifted up from the floor by human power from inside the booth. Even if
the booth had been screwed to the laminate, the laminate would almost certainly have come off the
floor from its own grooves after being shaken for a long time.

One visit lasted 5–10 minutes
If we look at the time Turunen stated that he spent in the apartment, he cannot do anything at this
time other than take the trash out of the apartment.

The time required for such a hostage drama, when taking care of the survival of the person in this
booth without him escaping, the right time for this would be at least 1 hour, but I believe that this
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time would be even longer in reality...in a real hostage kidnapping situation where this time stated by
Turunen would be the time that can be allowed for the kidnapped for the permitted time of leaving
the person unguarded

An abduction booth whose door is fixed with three corner plates, the time it takes to open and close
it would be something like 10 minutes if the case is looked at from the point of view that this is being
done for the first time. This time could be shortened to perhaps 5 minutes with practice, but not less
than that, since it would still be a kidnapped woman whose keeping in such a booth would be an
absolute prerequisite, and it could not be jeopardized by any formula garage tire change speeds.

This time, even at the maximum performance, would not be enough to deal with the hostage, where
one would have to forget about checking the places, to see if the person, for example, was allowed to
leave the booth during all 23:50 minutes that Turunen was away from the apartment.
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77549

The house where the kidnapped person was kept

https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77549
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The house where Turunen kept Nurminen while he was being held prisoner would seem like a
relatively inhabited place and too close to the center for kidnapping, and it would not be suitable for
placing a kidnapped prisoner in a kidnapping booth where there is not even soundproofing on the
floor and where Nurminen most likely has not even been in the booth that was made for him for a
day, if you look at any kind of in the space, the capture booth was in the pictures.

A location that is perfect for staging
When looking at this case from the point of view that the case is 100% staged, the building is the best
place for this, because no one really pays any attention to the fact that Turunen carries the materials
of his abduction booth into the building.

If it was really a kidnapping, this apartment would be the most difficult place to house a kidnapped
person because bringing this person into the building would be extremely difficult and it would
include too many situations where you could get caught because there are, however, extremely many
pairs of eyes in this residential area.

If this case was a real kidnapping, Nurminen should have been placed in an apartment bought as far
away as possible, where there was no residential area nearby.... it's a wonder that Turunen didn't
place himself next to the police station with Nurminen, which would have been the most rational
action in the name of the logic of the case, when you look at who the police were in this case
investigating from the side and which are extremely familiar names to me as a crime journalist:

 Jari Aarnio, the former head of the Helsinki drug unit and Scandinavia's biggest drug baron,
together with his tipster Keijo Vilhunen.
https://www.hameensanomat.fi/paikallise/5229879

 Kari Tolvanen, who took part in the staging of Sanna Sillnapää by directing the criminal
investigation in a completely wrong direction, i.e. looking for motives from the cult series x-files.
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000006009564.html

 Juha Rautaheimo, whose list of messed-up criminal investigations is longer than the criminal
record of many professional criminals, about which I will tell more in my own article.

https://www.hameensanomat.fi/paikallise/5229879
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000006009564.html
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https://duunitori.fi/tyoelama/murharyhma-juha-rautaheimo

Did others participate in staging the kidnapping
It is not read in the news bulletins that others were involved in the case, but there is a big question
mark as to whether this is the case, when it is a person from Turku who has worked in the business
world for a long time, whose actions partially flow into the credibility of the medically non-existent
mental illnesses of the University of Turku and thereby into the billion-dollar business of medicine
with our problem citizens, i.e. human rats. This "partially" means that such completely unexpected
actions by a person who is trained and works as a lawyer is completely possible, even though it
cannot be noticed from his knowledge, which as an action is extremely common among our problem
citizens when they try the most incredible actions as a last resort against official corruption that has
been attacked at the level of a lawyer, which is extremely difficult to prove, even from me, let alone
from the Finnish police, who have wedged themselves into Finland's largest organized crime league
with the help of their merits.

Since about 10 years have passed since the incident and it is clearly visible that the incident has to
some extent spilled over into the arms of Turku University's friend club and people are not very
surprised by even the most unbelievable actions of our problem citizens, their exclusion from
consultations cannot be ignored.

Where was Minna Nurminen during the kidnapping
It is clear to me that Nurminen has not lived in this abduction booth for more than a day, either
imprisoned or free, because there would be many traces of that in the form of peeling tape on the
floor and the attempts of the kidnapped woman to examine the weaknesses of the abduction booth
and how to escape.

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION OF KIDNAPPING

I have to say that when I saw Nurminen's kidnapping at the beginning of the story, that the private
policeman Juha Rautaheimo, who I know very well and who was "bought" by the authorities, was the
leading figure in this investigation, I could already declare this case to be completely fabricated, but
now, due to the principles of the rule of law of old, let's go through this case as thoroughly as possible
based on the news.

If you look at the case so that the focus is on Juha Turunen as a person, this kidnapping does not
make any sense. The case is exactly what the stupid Finnish group absorbs into itself as if it were
some kind of multiple reflection of the skeleton from Lake Bodom, reminding the stupid group of its
activities, how it is simply not able to learn from its mistakes and which, without a few shooting stars,
is nothing more than a "village rally" with moped boys where you drive a car "donuts" ” in the air.

https://duunitori.fi/tyoelama/murharyhma-juha-rautaheimo
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A policeman who endlessly repeats his incompetence can be corruption

A stupid group that just doesn't seem to learn to look at the background of the victim of a crime, even
though with its experience this should already be a very routine activity and it stumbles every time.

Police detectives
In this case, the police had their own dream team, which included, of course, Kari "x-files" Tolvanen,
Juha "testament" Rautaheimo, and Jari "the drug lord" Aarnio with his own tipster Keijo Vilhunen.
https://www.hameensanomat.fi/uutiset/aarnio-yritti-saada-tietoa-miljoonaperijan-kaappauksesta-
rikollispomo-keijo-vilhuselta-vilhusta-kutsuttiin-poliisin-keskuudessa-nimella-aija-505294/

LITIGATION
In my opinion, the trial of the case was little reported and was handled quickly without any
complaints about the district court's decision, after which the proceedings of the case can be quickly
buried in public and the case can be declared a kidnapping, using the credibility of our country's
authorities, which in reality have been bought for corruption with the money of media mogul Pappa
Herlin.
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turun_sieppaus

JUHA TURUNEN
If you look at the case so that the focus is on Juha Turunen as a person, this kidnapping does not
make any sense. The case is exactly what the stupid Finnish group absorbs into itself as if it were
some kind of multiple reflection of the skeleton from Lake Bodom, reminding the stupid group of its
activities, how it is simply not able to learn from its mistakes and which, without a few shooting stars,
is nothing more than a "village rally" with moped boys where you drive a car "donuts" ” in the air.

https://www.hameensanomat.fi/uutiset/aarnio-yritti-saada-tietoa-miljoonaperijan-kaappauksesta-rikollispomo-keijo-vilhuselta-vilhusta-kutsuttiin-poliisin-keskuudessa-nimella-aija-505294/
https://www.hameensanomat.fi/uutiset/aarnio-yritti-saada-tietoa-miljoonaperijan-kaappauksesta-rikollispomo-keijo-vilhuselta-vilhusta-kutsuttiin-poliisin-keskuudessa-nimella-aija-505294/
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turun_sieppaus
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Turunen, who said in a YouTube video that the reason for the kidnapping was getting into a spiral of
debt and a marital crisis. If you look at Turunen's work history and education, this is almost impossible
to believe if someone hasn't piled on Turunen a lawyer-like dirty and deliberately unjustified financial
compensation, which unfortunately is a very familiar activity to me as a customer of Kela when it
extremely unfairly denies basic income support and puts mandatory payments into foreclosure even
though I should have a legal right to them
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ministers-finland-those-do-nothing-kelas-actions-when-raine-
hannula
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAcsil-rD9s

The video in which Turunen sobs about his act is to me nothing more than an average Finnish actor's
promise, which nevertheless rains down on the credibility and justice of our country's authorities,
even though the case was investigated by the police's own dream team, which I am already very
familiar with in terms of its methods of operation, which render all organized crime leagues in our
country speechless.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAcsil-rD9s

In the video, you can see what can be seen from many of the cases I have investigated, i.e. these
people, like many people convicted of manslaughter or traffic accidents in the name of mental health
problems, are not really typical or capable of murder, but these problem citizens like Juha Turunen
are not the kidnapper type and Turunen is in no way capable of committing a kidnapping or any other
crime , excluding staging and embezzlement, which includes this fake kidnapping. The background to
Turunen's actions and recognition cannot be anything other than media mogul Pappa Herlin's
elevator money, which takes care of the rest of Turunen's life and that he can live a relatively normal
life somewhere in the world. With this action, papa Herlin has bought our country's authorities for
himself with the help of relationships that were created with the authorities with the help of this
imaginary and fake kidnapping drama.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ministers-finland-those-do-nothing-kelas-actions-when-raine-hannula
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ministers-finland-those-do-nothing-kelas-actions-when-raine-hannula
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAcsil-rD9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAcsil-rD9s
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Juha Louhi
Usually people change their name to forget the incident, which helps the perpetrators of the crime to
continue living, the former Turunen did a complete u-turn and took his new last name after the
parking center Louhe, where he picked up the ransom money, quite a strange behavior if it had been
a real kidnapping.
https://www.seiska.fi/Uutiset/Vankilasta-vapautettu-sieppaaja-Juha-Turunen-on-naimisssa-ja-
rahapulassa/1017260

Louhi joka nyt on “tarkkailussa”, tätä toimintaa suorittaa maamme tyhmä ryhmä jonka spesialiteetti
on “kylärallit” ei ole mitenkään luotettava taho kun kyseessä on vaikeiden rikosten tekijöiden
seuranta käyttäen ainoastaan jalkapantaa joka ei ole mitään muutakuin täysin diktatuurinen ja
mielivaltainen osoitus jostain keskiajoilta. On harmillista sanoa nämä asiat julkisesti koska se auttaa
Louhia ja muita “rikos kumppaneita” välttelemään paljastumistaan mutta Louhin pankkitilit ja koko
varallisuus pitäisi selvittää uusiksi ja mitä epänormaalia hänen elämässään on tapahtunut jos
verrokkina on normaali rikoksen tekijä, koska on suuri epäilys että koko kidnappaus on tekaistu,
lavastettu juttu ja rahoitettu mediamoguli pappa Herlinin hissi rahoilla.

The only thing that doesn't support a staged kidnapping
If you look at the matter from the point of view, why would Louhi have carried out this kind of
kidnapping because the incident will go down in history? Are you ready to publicly ruin your
reputation because of Herlin and Turku University professors' desire for power?

MOTIVES FOR KIDNAPPING

The role of the University of Turku in the case
If the case is looked at from the point of view that services are being pushed into the country for
problem citizens suffering from mental health problems, but they still want to stage and "forcibly"
take over our country's mental hospital as a business, which is an absolute prerequisite for the
academic careers of researchers at the University of Turku, the activities of Turunen fit almost too
well with this purpose and the activities of the patients they staged and credibility of the behavior
when even a corporate lawyer can be guilty of such unpredictable behavior.

So far, only staged problem citizens have fallen into this kind of so-called desperate acts, but after this,
these cases are even believable after the cases of Sanna Sillanpää and Juha Turunen.

This means that in the corporate world, where this activity seems to be spreading, it is possible to
engage any citizen who is a little isolated in this kind of activity, which leads to a human rat in our
country's mental hospitals when the person is made to act and behave extremely inconsistently
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5267850

https://www.seiska.fi/Uutiset/Vankilasta-vapautettu-sieppaaja-Juha-Turunen-on-naimisssa-ja-rahapulassa/1017260
https://www.seiska.fi/Uutiset/Vankilasta-vapautettu-sieppaaja-Juha-Turunen-on-naimisssa-ja-rahapulassa/1017260
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5267850
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Antti Herlin and Sanoma media holdings
It's clear that Herlin doesn't do this because of the money that pours out of the doors and windows,
but the background of such cocks is nothing but power and what can be done with it.

Currently, Herlin's ownership in Sanoma Media entitles him to the largest number of votes as an
individual, so it can be said that he has great power to guide the Finnish people through his media, for
example by creating a new minority group in our society that can be utilized by employing Turku
University researchers in our country. Of course, this has many benefits in the field of medicine, which
can be carried forward with the help of these staged human rats.

When you look at what is happening in Finland, i.e. Sanna Sillanpää-like mix-ups among our problem
citizens, which leads them to the research tables of chemical compounds to be examined by Ekelund
and "psychosis" Hietala, and the richest man in the country is demanding with a doomsday voice the
organization of treatment for these problem citizens, which seems to be the closest to the role of a
human rat in the name of the mental hospital's imaginary diseases.

What does Herlin do and why would he bother with Sanoma Media when he already owns an
elevator company that has made him the richest person in Finland? This activity is done only because
of power, and what's worse, by playing it into the dirty plans of Turku University's friend club, into a
business carried out by our problem citizens in the field of medicine.
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanoma

Attention-seeking of the Nurminen family
According to the news, Minna Nurminen's mother "suffers" from an electricity allergy. Even though I
am more familiar with medically non-existent diseases, i.e. mental illnesses, by putting any of my
resources into worrying about secondary issues, I could even swear that this allergy also goes
completely to the side of medically non-existent diseases and which is dependent only on the doctor's
word, just like the SIPS/SOPS methods for the mentally ill. This disease is apparently only advertised
for attention, which gives clear motives to put Nurminen's kidnapping in this category, which if well
planned and with the "right" chosen persons, for example from the police side, would turn in this
direction.

On the part of the police, this was being investigated by the murder squad's own man, Juha
Rautaheimo, who, like all police officers at the beginning of their careers, is on the good side, has
turned his sled closer to retirement age, just like Jari Aarnio, and there is no trust in criminal
investigations at the end of Rautaheimo's career, which are carried out with an eye on catching
another authority by messing up criminal investigations so that they can only be noticed by Minna
Passi's journalistic abilities, which are an extremely endangered specialty at the level of competence.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/finnish-blue-team-stupids-presents-juha-rautaheimo-very-raine-
hannula

Creating corrupt relationships with authorities
These patterns of cooperation where the staged millionaire girl kidnapper was chased by the army,
where in cooperation with the police they deceive the press, which is an extremely dangerous activity

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanoma
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/finnish-blue-team-stupids-presents-juha-rautaheimo-very-raine-hannula
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/finnish-blue-team-stupids-presents-juha-rautaheimo-very-raine-hannula
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to teach the police to do this kind of activity, especially when you look at how the Finnish police have
started to act after this incident, i.e. to give biased statements about criminal investigations (Jouni
Kauppila Ylivieska's church arsonist)

https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-
poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-
jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362

Herlin's doomsday declarations in the news
It is a big question mark what else Antti Herlin will do with the power bought with his money with our
decision-makers, but I see the privatization of medical care and Herlin's declarations "MTV3: These
young people must get treatment" as extremely dangerous for our problem citizens when you look at
what is happening in psychiatric clinics in Finland.

The private side, which is completely the realm of Herlin and Mikael "Mehiläinen" Lilius, and it is clear
as day that money is being made in this activity at the expense of the health of our country's problem
citizens on the medical side
https://www.is.fi/taloussanomat/art-2000001850490.html

NEWS FOOTAGE

Oikeus kävi tutustumassa sieppausasuntoon Turussa
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77827

Miljonääri kärsii säteilyallergiasta
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000000118388.html

Sieppauksen uhri vaatii Turuselta 100 000 euron korvauksia
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77549

Oikeus tutustui perijättären vankikoppiin
Ari-Pekka Koivisto
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5890568

Lähes täydellinen rikos:
Juha Rautaheimo mainittu
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lahes-taydellinen-rikos-kymmenen-vuoden-takaa-taysin-
poikkeuksellinen-tapaus-ei-unohdu-tutkinnanjohtajalta-poliisi-turvautui-erikoisiin-selityksiin-jotta-
jattioperaatio-ei-paljastunut/7072362

Juha Turusen uusi nimi muistuttaa sieppausdraaman tapahtumista
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/201901
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https://www.is.fi/taloussanomat/art-2000001850490.html
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77827
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000000118388.html
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77549
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5890568
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Nelonen: Herlinien tyttären sieppaajaksi epäillään turkulaista yritysjuristia, Juha
Turusta

https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/54563

Sieppaajan virheet auttoivat poliisia kiinniotossa
Kari Tolvanen
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5268381

Oikeus kävi tutustumassa sieppausasuntoon Turussa
Ari-Pekka Koivisto
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77827

https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/54563
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-5268381
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/77827
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Perijättären äiti sai 8 miljoonan euron lunnasvaatimuksen
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000006136326.html

Juha Turunen: Sieppaus oli hätähuuto
https://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/art-2000004667911.html

https://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/art-2000004667911.html
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